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ABSTRACT
Content-based classification of audio data is an important

problem for various applications such as overall analysis

of audio-visual streams, boundary detection of video story

segment, extraction of speech segments from video, and

content-based video retrieval. Though the classification of

audio into single type such as music, speech, environmen-

tal sound and silence is well studied, classification of mixed

type audio data, such as clips having speech with music as

background, is still considered a difficult problem. In this

paper, we present a mixed type audio classification system

based on Support Vector Machine (SVM). In order to cap-

ture characteristics of different types of audio data, besides

selecting audio features, we also design four different rep-

resentation formats for each feature. Our SVM-based au-

dio classifier can classify audio data into five types: music,

speech, environment sound, speech mixed with music, and

music mixed with environment sound. The experimental re-

sults show that our system outperforms other classification

systems using k Nearest Neighbor (k-NN), Neural Network

(NN), and Naive Bayes (NB).

1. INTRODUCTION
Audio classification can be used in many different appli-

cation domains. For example, news information providers

would like to label the huge amount of news audio data they

collect everyday in a reliable and easy way, and video clas-

sification systems can use the audio information along with

the video stream to achieve higher accuracy. Due the huge

amount of audio data and the high expense of manual clas-

sification, an automatic audio classifier is need.

There are a lot of proposals for classifying single type

audio data [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], such as music and speech. How-

ever, the audio features that are used for differentiating sin-

gle type audio data –such as Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR)–

do not work for mixed type audio data. Figure 1 shows the

characteristics of variance zero crossing rate1 on mixed type

audio data (speech with music background and music mixed

with environment sound), which is the most often used au-

dio feature to differentiate music from speech. From Figure

1We use HZCRR [6].

1, we can see that the ZCR values of speech with music

background and of music mixed with environment sound

are non-linear separable. Two data sets are non-linear sep-

arable if we can not find a hyper plan to separate two data

sets. The challenge is how to classify mixed type audio data

with the existing audio features.

Fig. 1. Average HZCRR of speech mixture and music-env mix-

ture

Support Vector Machine (SVM) has been successfully

used in pattern recognition [7], such as speaker identifica-

tion, face detection, and text recognition. Compared to other

classifiers that separate the data in its original space, such

as k Nearest Neighbor(k-NN), Neural Network (NN), and

Naive Bayes (NB), SVM maps non-linear separable data to

higher dimensional space and performs separation in that

space. We exploit this characteristic and propose a SVM-

based audio classifier to classify mixed type audio data. Be-

sides selecting audio features, we also design four different

representation formats for each feature in order to capture

the characteristics of different types of audio data. In our

work, audio clips are extracted from movies and manually

marked into five types, music (mus), speech (spe), environ-

ment sound (env), speech mixed with music (spemus), and

music mixed with environment sound (musenv). These are

used as training and test data for the classifiers. In our ex-

periment, we compare the performance of SVM compared

to other three types of classification algorithms, k-NN, NN,

NB. The result show that SVM performs better than other

three classifiers confirming our initial expectations.
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2. RELATED WORK
Based on the type of audio data, the work related to audio

classification can be classified into two categories:

1. Single type audio classification
Saunders [1] addresses the issue of single type audio

classification for FM radio. Zero crossing rate (ZCR)

and short time energy are used to classify input au-

dio into two types: speech and music. Scheirer and

Slaney [2] use thirteen features in time, frequency,

spectrum and cepstrum domains and achieve better

classification. Based on Scheirer’s conclusion, Carey

et al. [3] compare audio features for speech and mu-

sic discrimination. They find that simple audio fea-

tures, such as pitch and amplitude, have significant

differences between music and speech. Since then,

many approaches have been proposed to classify sin-

gle type audio using different audio features and clas-

sifiers [4, 5, 8, 6, 9].
2. Mixed type audio classification.

Srinivasan et al [10] propose a method to classify mixed

type audio data, such as speech mixed with music.

They use a fuzzy rule based model with empirically

determined thresholds. Zhang and Kuo [11] propose

a heuristic rule-based model for classification into speech,

music, song, environmental sound, speech with back-

ground music, silence, etc. Empirically determined

thresholds are used in this study as well. Different

from previous approaches, our classifier does not need

to set up classifying thresholds, the system can be

trained with training data and can automatically clas-

sify the new data. Recently, Kiranyaz et al. [12]

propose a generic frame work to classify audio into

speech, music, fuzzy or silent. However, the fuzzy

type can not tell whether the audio data is speech with

music background or music mixed with environment

sound. Our previous work [13] which employed au-

dio cues to aid segmenting video clips mainly focus

on the video segmentation accuracy.

3. SELECTED AUDIO FEATURES AND
REPRESENTATIONS

In order to capture the characteristics of audio data, we se-

lect four audio features from two domains: variance of zero

crossing rate and silence ratio from time domain, harmonic

ratio and sub-band energy from frequency domain. We ex-

tract audio data from movies2. First, the extracted audio

data are segmented into 5 second audio clips and each clip

is further divided by a 1 second window into 5 segments.

Then, the four audio features are computed for each audio

segment. Finally, we propose four different representation

formats as final features for each clip, which are mean,

max, min and (max + min)/2, where mean, max, and

21. “Crouching Tiger and Hidden Dragon”, 2000; 2. “Patch Adam”,

1998

min stand for mean, maximum, and minimum of segment-

based feature values, respectively. In previous works [10,

11], only mean is used to represent feature values. How-

ever, mean blurs local characteristics of the data. For envi-

ronment sounds that usually last a very short time, mean
is not a good representation. However, max, min, and

(max+min)/2 can capture local characteristics of the data.

1. Variance of Zero Crossing Rate

ZCR is defined as the number of zero crossing within

an audio frame [1]. It has been widely used to differ-

entiate speech from music. We compute the variance

of ZCR for each audio segment.
2. Silence Ratio

Silence Ratio (SR) is defined as the ratio of the amount

of silence in an audio piece to the length of the piece.

SR is an useful statistical feature for audio classifi-

cation, it is usually used to differentiate music from

speech [14]. Normally speech has higher SR than mu-

sic. We divide a 1-second window into 50 frames. For

each frame, the root mean square (RMS) is computed

and compared to the RMS of the whole window. If

the frame RMS is less than 50% of window RMS, we

consider it as a silence frame.
3. Harmonic Ratio

Spectrum analysis shows that music is more harmonic

than speech, since speech contains a sequence of tonal

(vowels) and noise (consonants) [10]. Harmonic sound

is defined as one that contains a series of frequencies

which are derived from a fundamental or original fre-

quency as a multiple of that. For each 1-second win-

dow audio clip, we divide it into 10 frames. We com-

pute the harmonic frequency of each frame using the

algorithm in [15]. The harmonic ratio (HR) is defined

as the ratio of the number of frames having a har-

monic frequency to the total number of frames in the

window.
4. Sub-band Energy

The frequency of audio segment are segmented into

four ranges based on the relevant frequencies on speech

and music: R1 (less than 1kHz), R2 (1kHz-8kHz), R3

(8kHz-16kHz), and R4 (more than 16kHz) [10]. The

sub-band energy for each audio segment is defined as

the sum of the energy within each frequency range.

We compute the variance of sub-band energy in R1

(SBE1) as the feature for each segment. Because of

the bandwidth limitation that speech is within 8kHZ

and music can span over 16kHZ, the variance of SBE1

of speech is usually higher than that of music.

4. CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS
Some research that compare the performance of SVM with

Naive Bayes, C4.5 and neural network [16, 17] show that

SVM has a lower error rate. Since our main goal is to do a

classification without assigning any threshold value for each
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feature, we do not choose a rule based system as in [10] for

comparing our results. Hence, we only compare our results

with the three most popular learning classifiers, namely k

Nearest Neighbor (k-NN), Neural Network (NN) and Naive

Bayes (NB) in term of classification accuracy.

The k nearest neighbor classifier is an instance based

classifier which stores all the entire training set in mem-

ory. To classify a new audio clip, the Euclidean distance is

computed between the audio clip and each stored training

audio clip. The new audio clip is assigned to the class that

is most frequent among the nearest k training audio clips.

Aha describes several space - efficient variations of nearest

neighbor algorithms [18].

The neural network uses backpropogation to classify in-

stances. Backpropogation (BP) is an algorithm for mod-

ifying the weights of a Multilayered Perception based on

incremental gradient descent of mean-square error.

The naive Bayes algorithm computes a discriminant func-

tion for each n possible classes. It assumes that each feature

of an audio clip is drawn independently from a normal dis-

tribution and classifies according to the Bayes optimal deci-

sion rule. We choose NB and NN from Weka data mining

tool for running the experiments [19].

The Support Vector Machine is a classifier, originally

proposed by Vapnik, that finds a maximal margin separat-

ing hyperplane between two classes of data [20]. There are

non-linear extensions to the SVM that use kernel function to

map the input points to a high dimensional space. For more

information, see Burges’ tutorial [7]. Since SVM is based

on two-class classification problems, several solutions have

been proposed to handle a n-class problem. A more general

solution is to convert a n-class problem into n two-class

problems and for the ith two-class problem, class i is sep-

arated from the remaining classes, which is defined as one-
against-all [21]. Another approach is to convert a n-class

problem into n(n − 1)/2 two-class problems which cover

all pairs of classes. This method is called pairwise classi-
fication. There is no theoretical analysis of the two strate-

gies with respect to classification performance. However,

regarding the training effort, the one-against-all approach is

preferable since only n SVMs have to be trained compared

to n(n−1)/2 SVMs in the pairwise approach. In our study,

we use the SvmFu package to run the experiments [22].

5. EXPERIMENTS
In our experiments, one hour audio data are extracted from

each movie as mentioned in Section 3, and they are seg-

mented into 5 second audio clips. We manually marked

each audio clip with one of the five class labels, mus, spe,

env, spemus, and musenv. In our study, the environment

sound is defined as the sound that is not music or speech,

such as the sound of door close and opening, the sound of

footsteps, and the sound of a bird singing, etc. In movies,

there are no single type sound, such as speech, because peo-

ple always talk in a real environment and some environment

sound is mixed with speech. Therefore, we label all the clips

in which people talk with environment sound background as

speech. Approximately 30% of these extracted audio clips

are randomly selected as the test set, and the remaining part

as the training set.

We first test the classification accuracy of our classifier

using four different representation formats, mean, max,

min, and max + min/2. The classification accuracies are:

71.61%, 78.05%, 62.24%, and 69.49%, respectively. By

checking the feature values of environment sound audio clips,

we find that the environment sound within the clips always

produces the local maximum values of the features. This

phenomena explains that maximum representation outper-

forms the other three. We also find that min and max +
min/2 do not perform better than mean. This is because

min is close to 0 in some audio clips, which cause it not

useful in separating data. In the rest of the experiment, we

only report the results using max as the representation of

feature values in each clip.

Our SVM-based mixed type audio classifier is then tested

together with other three classification methods, k-NN, NN,

NB. The experiments are repeated for different k values for

k-NN, and different kernel functions, kernel parameters and

multi-class approaches for SVM. Despite the fact that poly-

nomial kernel provides better performance on different data

sets than the other kernels as pointed in [16], our results

show that the Gaussian kernel performs better with the SVM

in audio classification. The one-against-all approach per-

forms better than the pairwise classification which shows

that the first one is a considerable technique in audio clas-

sification for the multi-class problem. The SVM has a user

defined C parameter which is the cost of the penalty of the

errors. Table 1 shows multi-class accuracy for a variety of

conditions of SVM with one-against-all approach. We have

75.61% accuracy with 5-NN, which is the best result among

other k values. The accuracies for NN and NB are 74.69%

and 73.78% respectively. The SVM achieves 8−15% lower

error than the other three classifiers. It is observed that the

selection of user defined kernel parameter and the C param-

eter is not an easy task and has a significant effect on the

performance of the classifier. However, in general SVM is

the best choice for classifying multi-class audio data.

Finally, to evaluate the effect of the environment sound

on the accuracy we repeat the experiments with three types,

namely speech, music and speech mixed with music, on the

same training and test sets. The accuracies for 5-NN, NN,

NB and SVM are 89.69%, 90.07%, 89.93% and 90.84% re-

spectively. The experiments are repeated on the other three

classes that consist of environment sound, music, and music

mixed with environment sound. The accuracies for 5-NN,

NN, NB and SVM are 60%, 63.81%, 61.9% and 64.76%

respectively. From these results, we find that environment
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C=1 C=10 C=50 C=100

Linear SVM 72.561 73.171 73.171 73.476

Gaussian Kernel 74.390 77.439 75 76.524

Gaussian Kernel 75.915 74.695 73.171 72.256

sigma =0.1

Gaussian Kernel 75.610 75.915 75.610 75.610

sigma = 0.5

Gaussian Kernel 75 77.744 76.524 75.915

sigma = 0.8

Gaussian Kernel 74.39 78.049 76.22 75.915

sigma=0.9

Table 1. Accuracy % of the multi-class classification with SVM

sound has a negative effect on the accuracy of classifica-

tion. This may be due to the fact that the definition of en-

vironment sound is too board. The environment sound can

include sound of nature (e.g. sound of sea), sound of animal

(e.g. singing of a bird), some man-made sound (e.g. sound

of footsteps or closing a door), etc. Therefore, the charac-

teristics displayed by different environment sounds may be

quite different, which results in lower accuracy compared

with that of the experiments on types without environment

sound. However, in all cases, SVM performs better than the

other three classifiers. This is not surprising, because SVM

has a good performance on non-linear separable classes.

The results also confirm another advantage of SVM that it

performs better compared to the other three classifiers if the

number of training examples are few.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we examined the suitability of SVM on mixed

type audio classifier and proposed four different representa-

tion formats for extracted feature values of audio clips. Our

comparison experiments show that the maximum of feature

values in each audio clip can capture the characteristic of

mixed type audio data and SVM-based classifier outper-

forms other popular classifier such as k-NN, NB, and NN.

Once kernel type is fixed, SVM has only two user defined

parameters (the error penalty, C, and kernel parameter) but

the best choice of kernel for a given problem is still a re-

search issue. Based on our experiments, Gaussian kernel is

the best choice for mixed type audio classification.
Our experiments also show that the fuzzy definition of

environment sound has a negative effect on the accuracy of
SVM (and other classifiers). In future, we will divide envi-
ronment sound into finer subclasses, such as nature environ-
ment sound, animal sound and man-made sound and investi-
gate common characteristics of each subclasses. Some new
audio features will be introduced to characterize these sub-
classes in order to reduce the error rate in the classification
of classes that have environment sound. Since manually la-
belling of audio data is expensive we are extending our work
to do a classification using both labelled and unlabelled data
as training set for SVM.
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